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A~traet--Two-dimensional shallow-water quations, which are obtained from the full three- 
dimensional equations by averaging over the vertical coordinate, were sol~ed using the method of 
characteristics. The solution technique, which utilizes a first-order computational scheme, is
presented in detail and an analysis of the tidal currents in the Arabian Gulf and the Gulf of Salwa 
is given as an example of the method. The advantages of using the method of characteristics are 
discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Within the last 20 years, computer models of tidal flows and storm surges in coastal waters 
have achieved considerable success. These models are generally based on the two- 
dimensional shallow-water equations, obtained from the full three-dimensional equations 
by averaging over the vertical coordinate. A variety of different numerical techniques have 
been used to solve these equations. Finite-difference algorithms have been developed by. 
among others, Hansen [1], Leendertse [2], Matthews and Mungall [3], Flather and Heaps 
[4] and Duff [5, 6], and this method is the most widely applied at the present time. 
Finite-element models have been developed by Connor and Wang [7], Taylor and Davis 
[8], Brebbia and Partridge [9] and Wang [I0], and reviews can be found in the books by 
Connor and Brebbia [11] and Pinder and Gray [12]. A more recent approach to the tidal 
problem in which motions are quasiperiodic is to decompose the variables into Fourier 
components and solve the resulting modal equations using finite elements. Two different 
variations on this method have been given by Le Provost et al. [13-15] and Pearson and 
Winter [16]. The method of characteristics has been successfully applied to quasi-one- 
dimensional flows in long estuaries. Typical of these applications are the papers by Lai 
[17, 18] and Le Provost and Saenz [19]. For two-dimensional f ows this method has 
received very little attention, perhaps owing to its complexity, although some work on it 
has been presented by Townson [20] and Lai [21]. A review of all these methods as well 
as of three-dimensional computational models has been given by Leendertse and Liu [22]. 
The purpose of the present work is to investigate more closely the method of 
characteristics for two-dimensional flows. This method has two definite advantages over 
the finite-difference algorithms that are widely used at the present time. Firstly, the 
nonlinear convective terms in the shallow-water equations are commonly neglected at 
boundary points in finite-difference approximations, whereas they are fully retained by the 
method of characteristics. This can be a serious weakness ince these become significant 
in shallow water. Secondly, and more important, the boundary conditions are treated very 
crudely by the finite-difference models. At coastal boundaries, the condition of zero 
transport normal to the coast is replaced by a condition of zero transport in one or other 
of the two grid directions, and sometimes at corner points on the grid these two 
components of the transport are alternately set equal to zero on successive time steps. In 
the work of Townson [20] and Lai [21] a similar treatment of the coastal boundaries has 
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been used. However in the application of the method of characteristics that we shall 
develop, a coastal direction is prescribed at each boundary point and the condition of zero 
transport is applied in the correct normal direction. 
We believe that for both of these reasons, the method of characteristics should provide 
a considerable improvement in accuracy in the calculation of currents at near-coastal 
grid-points. This is a rather significant advantage from the point of view of applications 
because one is usually concerned with the transport of pollutants near coasts or the effect 
of currents on coastal installations. 
In Section 2 we review the application of the method of characteristics to the 
two-dimensional shallow-water equations, and in Section 3 a first-order computational 
scheme is developed. It is in the treatment of the boundary conditions that this scheme 
differs markedly from the standard finite-difference schemes. At a grid-point lying on a 
coastal boundary, the actual direction of the coast is specified and the zero-flux condition 
applied perpendicular to this direction. At an open boundary, we take the boundary 
condition as usual to be that the height of the free surface is specified as a function of time. 
At both of these types of boundary the number of bicharacteristics u ed is one fewer than 
the number used at interior grid-points. At a grid-point hat lies at the intersection of a 
coastal and an open boundary one has both the zero-flux and surface height conditions, 
and only a single bicharacteristic s used. In all cases, the bicharacteristics drawn 
backwards in time from a particular boundary point must be in the direction into the 
domain in which the solution is being calculated. 
A computer program based on this scheme has been developed and has been successfully 
applied to compute tidal components in the Arabian Gulf. The results are described in 
Section 4. Firstly, the M2 and KI components have been computed for the whole Gulf 
using a 20 km grid size, and the results compared to the co-tidal charts for the region. 
Secondly, the method has been used with a 5 km grid size for a region covering the Gulf 
of Salwa, extending from the Saudi coast north of Ras Tanura across to the tip of the 
Qatar peninsula. This region, enclosing the island of Bahrain, is ecologically a particularly 
sensitive one. Comparison of the computed M2 and $2 amplitudes at eight stations with 
the measured values shows very good agreement. 
2. THE CHARACTERIST IC  EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall develop the basic equations of the method of characteristics. For 
completeness, we shall give an outline of the calculation, although similar calculations can 
be found elsewhere. A very readable account of the method is given by Zucrow and 
Hoffman [23]. 
The shallow-water equations used to model flows in coastal regions are as follows: 
• ~" 
u, + uu.~ + r u.~. + gg ~ = ~, ( l )  
, , ~ v~ + uv.~ + t.v.~. + g% = ~ (2) 
and 
~, + u~., + v~. + H (u., + v~.) = Z- (3) 
Here x and y are cartesian coordinates in the horizontal plane, t is time and the subscripts 
x, y and t denote partial derivatives. The depth-averaged components of water velocity 
are u and v; ~ is the height of the free surface above a certain reference level; g is the 
acceleration due to gravity; H is the total depth of water, which can be written H = h + ~ 
where h (x, y) is the depth of the bottom below the reference level• 
The r.h.s, of equations (1)-(3) are usually taken in the form 
• =f r  + ~ l  (S" - B') - 1 e,,  (4) 
pH p " 
l 
~u = - fu  + ~ (S." - B.") - P~ e~. (5) 
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and 
"Z = - h.~u - h.,t'. (6) 
wheref i s  the Coriolis parameter given by f  = 2f~ sin 2, fl being the earth's angular velocity 
and 2 the latitude, p is the water density, P is atmospheric pressure; S ~ and S" are the 
components of surface shear stress generated by the wind and B ~ and B" are the 
components of bottom drag, generally taken in the form 
gP v'- (B~, B,) = ~. , /Y  + (.,t,), (7) 
c- 
where c is the Chezy coefficient. Note that the functions q~, ~ and ~ do not involve 
derivatives of u, v or ~. 
Forming the combinat ion al (l) + a., (2) + a~ (3) we get 
a~u, + (a~u + a~H)u, + alt'u~ + a,.v, + azut'., + (a,_r + a~H)t'.,. 
+ a3~, + (atg + a3u)~ + (0"2g + a3t:)~y = a~ + a,_~ + a3Z. (8) 
We now require that the cr~ be chosen so that all three directional derivatives in this 
equation should lie in a plane in xyt-space. Denoting the normal to this plane by the vector 
N = (cos 0, sin 0, N), we obtain the conditions 
(u cos0 + v sin 0 + N) a~ + H cos0a3 = 0, 
(u cos 0 + v sin 0 + N) a,. + H sin 0 a~ = 0, (9) 
g cos 0 a~ + g sin 0 a,_ + (u cos 0 + v sin 0 + N) a~ = 0. 
There are two distinct solutions to this system. 
Solution 1 
and 
N= -ucos0-vs in0  
at = - sin 0, a2 = cos 0, a3 = 0. (10) 
In this case the plane perpendicular to N is called a stream plane. As 0 varies, this plane 
envelopes the direction (u, v, 1), which is the tangent o the particle path at the given point. 
For this solution the compatibi l ity equation (8) takes the form 
Du Dv , 
- s inO-~+cosO-~+g( -s inO~+cosO~.~, )= - s inO~ +cosO ~, (I1) 
where 
D ~ ~ 0 
- -  
D"-~=ds+U~xx +roy  
is the derivative along the particle path. 
Solution 2 
and 
N = a - u cos 0 - r sin 0 
a~ = - H cos0, a: = -H  sin O, cr 3 = a; (12) 
a = ~ is the local wave speed. In this case the plane perpendicular to N is called a wave 
plane. As/9 varies, this plane envelopes a cone, called the Math  cone, whose equation is 
readily obtained from expressions (12) to be 
(dx - u dt ) - '+ (dy - vdt ) '  = a-' dt 2. 
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The direction of tangency of a wave plane ~ith the Mach cone is called a bicharacteristic 
direction, and is given by 
dx=dt (u -acos0) ,  dv=dt ( t -as in0) .  (13) 
For this solution, the compatibi l ity equation (8) assumes the form 
cos 0 du + sin 0 d~" a d~ dt dt Hdt  +as inO( -s inOu '+c°sOu~)  
a 
-acosO( -s inOc ,+cosOr~)=cosOcb +s inO~-~IZ ,  (14) 
where 
d ? ? ( 
- +(u -acosO)~-+(v -as inO)~-  
dt ?t cx cv 
is the derivative along the bicharacteristic direction. 
It is the fact that the compatibi l i ty equations (11) and (14) involve derivatives in two 
directions rather than just one that makes the method of characteristics more difficult to 
use for two-dimensional f ow problems than it is for unidirectional flows. 
3. A F IRST-ORDER COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME 
The region of interest is covered by a spatial grid which, for convenience of interpolation 
would generally be taken as a uniform square grid. The time step is denoted by r. We 
suppose that we are interested in computing the solution at some grid-point (xo. Y0) at time 
to when the solution has already been determined at all grid-points at the preceding time 
step (to - r). 
We construct a number of bicharacteristics back from the point Ao(xo, Y0, t{)). Let ~b, 
denote the initial value of 0 on the ith bicharacteristic and let this bicharacteristic ntersect 
the time plane t = to - r  at the point A , (x ,y , )  (see Fig. 1). 
Let/~} denote the point (x o, Yo) at t = to - z, let uo, v0, ~0 denote values at Ao and ao, #o, ~'o 
denote the known values at [k o. The differences (uo - if0) etc. are O (r). Approximat ing the 
differential equations (13) to first order, the equations of the bicharacteristics are 
x~ = x0 - (ao - ,~ cos 4~i)r + O (r-') 
and 
Y,  = Y0  - (¢o - do sin @~)r + O (r-'), (15) 
where do denotes the wavespeed ~ at ,'~0. To this order, the variation of 0 along the 
bicharacteristic can be ignored. 
The compatabi l i ty equation (14) becomes 
cos ~b~(u0 - u,) + sin q~,(t' o - v,) - (a/H)o(Y,o - ~,) = r (~ , -  ~i) + O (r-') (16) 
where u~, t',, ~, denote values at Ai, which can be obtained by interpolation of previously 
calculated values, and 
g, = sin-" ~b, u~ + cos-" q~, r.,.- sin ~, cos 4~, (u.,. + r.J 
,~.~ l.e.~, /~  ! 
f~f~ I - -  
, r !~" ~ ~'crcc~ers; .c  
~' , [~  -T  
~(~: , / :~  ~ ~ x , /  ) 
Fig. 1. Typical bicharacteristics betv, een t~ and t,)-  :. 
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and 
f~, = cos ~b, q~ + sin 4~,~ - (a/H)7..  (17) 
In these expressions we can use values of ~, 7L ;( and the derivatives u,, u,., t'~, e,. at ~ 
without increasing the order of error. 
Introducing the corrections 
6Uo = Uo - ao, 6Vo = ~'o - ~o,  6~o = ~,o - ~o ,  
we can write equation (16) in the form 
cos 4~, 6uo + sin 4~ 6t'o - (~0/~0) 6~o = R, + 0 (r-'), (18) 
where 
R,=z(~og,+f~, ) -cosd~, ( t io -u , ) - s inc~(6o-V , )+(6o / l~ Io ) ( (o -~, ) .  (19) 
In order to use (18) to compute 6Uo, 6Vo, 6(,o we need to use at least three independent 
bicharacteristic directions. In actual fact, in order to preserve symmetry and maintain 
simplicity, we use the four directions q~=0,  rr/2, n and 3n/2 for i = !, 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively. These lead to the equations 
6Uo - (ao/ FIo)6~,o = R~ + 0 (r"), 
&'o  - (ao/Ro)6~o = R., + O (r-'), (20) 
- 6Uo  - (~o//'20)6~o = R~ + O (r"), 
- f ro  - (ao / l : l o )6~o = R ,  + 0 (~z). 
Taking the symmetrical solution, we get 
6Uo = ~(R, - R~) + 0(~' - ) ,  
6Vo = !(R,_ - R,) + O (~) 
and 
6~o = - (~0/4~io) (R~ + R., + R 3 + Ra) + O (z-'). (21) 
This allows us to compute the solution at A0 with an error of  order z:, and thus to proceed 
to the next time step. 
3.1. Boundary Points 
Suppose (x0, Y0) is a point on the boundary of  the region of  interest and let n = (cos/~, 
sin/~) be the unit normal to the boundary,  outwards from the region. Then at a coastal 
boundary we have zero flux across the boundary: 
u cos fl + v sin fl = 0; (22) 
while at an open ocean boundary we take tide height as a prescribed function, ( = (o(t). 
In either case there are only two unknowns among 6Uo, 6v0 and 6(0 at each time step, 
so that two bicharacteristics are needed through (xo, Yo). In actual fact we use three, with 
~b~ = fl + rr/2, fl + zr and fl + 3n/2 for i = I, 2, 3 (see Fig. 2). Then equation (18) gives for 
these three cases: 
- sin fl 6Uo + cos/~ 6Vo - (~o/Ho)6~o = Rt + 0 (~"), 
- cos/3 6Uo - sin/~ 6vo - (~io/~0) 6~0 = R,. + O (z'-), (23) 
sin//6u0 - cos/~ 6Vo - (~o/I--Io)6~o = R3 + 0 (r"). 
We take the following (symmetrical) solutions. 
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i~  x 
Fig. 2. Bicharacteristtcs at a boundary point. 
At a coastal boundary 
Since 6u o cos ,8 + &'o sin ,8 = 0, from equation (22). we take 
6//o i = - .~(R, - R3)sin ,8. 
6t'o = - ~(R, - R3)cos ,8, 
6~o = - (I:lo/4do)(R, + 2R: + R~). 
At an open ocean boundary 
6~o = ~o(to) - ~o,~ given 
~0 = I - ~(R~ - R3)sin # - [R2 + (~o/~o)~;o]cos #, 
&o = ~(~, - ~)cos  # - [~:  + (~o,ao)~¢o]sin #. 
(24) 
(25) 
3.2. Corner Points 
Suppose (Xo,Yo) lies at the intersection of a coastal boundary with an open ocean 
boundary. Then we have the two conditions that ~; =Co(t) given and the zero-flux 
condition (22). Only one bicharacteristic s needed to complete the determination 6Uo, 6Vo 
and &:o. 
There are two cases, illustrated in Fig. 3. In case (a) we use the bicharacteristic with 
q~ = fl + n/2 and the solution is 
6~o = ~o(to) - ~'o, given 
6Uo = - [R, + (~o/~o)6~o]sin ,8, (26) 
&o = JR, + (ao//-7"o)~:o]COS ,8. 
In case (b) we use the bicharacteristic with ¢3 =/3 + 3n/2 and the solution is 
6~o = ~o(to) -- (o, given 
6u0 = JR; + (,~o//'7'o) &;o] sin ,8, (27) 
6Lo = - [R3 + (ao;"/-7o) 6~:o]COS ft. 
3.3. Interpolation Scheme 
Expressions (17) and (19) involve the values u,, r,, ~, and the derivatives u,, r,, u.,, e.,. at 
the points Ai and these must be calculated by interpolation of known grid values at time 
to - r. We have experimented with several interpolation schemes and have found the most 
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Fig. 3. Bicharacteristics at corner points. 
satisfactory results with a crude linear interpolation using only the two nearest-neighbor 
grid-points to A0 that bound the quadrant in which A, lies. (For an interior point A0, A, 
always lies on a grid-line so only one neighbor is used.) We have found that with a 
quaaratic interpolation scheme based on the eight nearest-neighbors to A0 the algorithm 
tends to become unstable. 
4. RESULTS 
4.1. Arabian Gulf Tides 
As a means of testing the algorithm described in Section 3 it has been applied to the 
computation of tidal amplitudes and phases in the Arabian Gul l  and the results compared 
with the co-tidal chart for the region [24] as well as with earlier results [25] obtained using 
a modification of Leendertse's finite-difference algorithm. The tides in the Gulf have an 
interesting structure, the diurnal components having a single amphidromic point and the 
semi-diurnal components having two such points. In addition, the open boundary across 
the Strait of Hormuz is very narrow, so that the boundary values can be specified 
reasonably accurately. For these reasons, this region provided a good test-bed for tidal 
models. 
The region was covered by the grid shown in Fig. 4. The grid-spacing is approx. 20 km 
which leads to a total grid-size of 30 × 44. In the figure, the grid-points marked • are 
interior points at which the solution is found via equations (21), points marked • are 
coastal boundary points at which equations (24) give the solution, points marked O are 
open boundary points at which equations (25) are used, and points marked ,~ are corner 
points at which equations (26) or (27) are used, as appropriate. Observe that re-entrant 
corner points on the coastal boundary are treated as interior points. 
The depths h have been read from the navigational chart for the Arabian Gulf [26], being 
initially read in fathoms then converted to meters. The depth values so obtained tend to 
be underestimates of the actual depths firstly because the charted values are given with 
reference to lowest low water rather than mean water level and secondly because a 
navigational chart must by its nature be conservative. For these reasons, the depths were 
corrected by adding a quantity h .. . .  to all depths. This correction was treated as a tuning 
parameter and it was found that a value in the region 0.8-1.0 fathoms (I .5-1.8 m) provided 
the best results. 
In this computations, the meteorological terms S t, S' and P were not included in 
equations (4) and (5). The Chezy coefficient in equation (7) was taken to be given by a 
von Karman formula of the type 
c = C~ log(C,_H + C3) 
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where the constants Ct, C., and C3 were given values as found in the earlier finite-difference 
computation [25]. These values are C~ = 25, C, = C3 = I. 
Figures 5(a, b) show the co-tidal charts [24] for the M2 and KI tidal components for 
which computations have been made. These charts show the contour lines of constant 
amplitude and phase, and are used as measures of the model output. 
Since the method is an explicit one, the time step is limited by the usual CFL stability 
condition which for the present computation requires that r ~< 480 s. Numerical experi- 
ment were carried out for the M2 component with 120, 180 and 360 time steps per tide 
cycle (corresponding to r ~ 372, 248 and 124 s, respectively). It was found that the 
differences in tide heights after 6 tide cycles starting from flat initial conditions were 
typically at most 4-5% between the first two values of r and at most 1-2% between the 
second two values of r. Consequently the middle r -~248s  was chosen as a good 
compromise between accuracy and computing efficiency. 
The good agreement between the results for r ~248 and r-~ 124s was taken as 
confirmation that the first-order algorithm is adequate for tidal computation. Second- 
order algorithms uch as the elegant method devised by Butler [27] are commonly used 
in aerodynamics, but they seem unnecessary for the present computations, presumably 
because the nonlinear terms on the I.h.s. of equations (I)-(3) are relatively weak. This 
conclusion is also supported by the results of Lai [21]. 
Using the time step r ~ 248 a comparison has also been made between the tide heights 
after 720, 1080 and 1440 time steps (4, 6 and 8 tide cycles, respectively). It was found that 
the solution was very nearly' periodic over this whole interval: transients have become quite 
small after 4 cycles and have virtually disappeared after 6. For the K I component the 
chosen r-~ 239s corresponds to 360 steps per cycle and transients are found to be 
negligible after 3 cycles. 
The results obtained for the amplitudes and phases of the M2 and KI components are 
shown in Figs 6(a.b) and 7(a.b), respectively. Figures 6(a,b) and show the equal amplitude 
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and equiphase lines for the M2 component as contours sketched from the computer 
printout of amplitude and phase values. Figures 7(a,b) provide the same contours for the 
K! components. It can be seen that there is broad agreement with the co-tidal charts 
reproduced in Figs 5(a,b): the phase contours of both M2 and K I components are 
predicted in Figs 6(b) and 7(b) with extremely good accuracy while the amplitude contours 
in Figs 6(a) and 7(a) are in general agreement except for being somewhat too small at the 
03 04 ~03 02 
o5 
04 
ol 
1 I [ 1 [ I 1 I 1 I [ 1 I I 1 I 1 I I ~ ~ ~ 
Fig. 6a. M2 tidal amplitudes. 
I I l I l i I [ I I l I I I l 1 I I I I I I 
Fig. 6b. M2 tidal phases. 
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Fig. 7a. KI tidal amplitudes. 
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Fig. 7b. K I tidal phases. 
!60  ° 
~50 o 
I I 
head of the Gulf and in the case of M2, too small in the Bahrain region and too large 
at the bottom of the Gulf of Salwa. These discrepancies in certain of the coastal areas can 
be explained as being the results of the rather coarse mesh which does not adequately 
represent the coastline. The results given below support this conclusion. 
It should also be mentioned that the results obtained here are comparable to those 
obtained with a 20 km mesh using Leendertse's [2] finite-difference algorithm. In the latter 
case, a very considerable improvement in coastal values was obtained by embedding a
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10 km mesh in the shallow coastal areas [25]. Finally, in comparing these two algorithms, 
it should be mentioned that their computing efficiencies are about the same (roughly 300 
time steps per minute of CPU time on an IBM 3033 for the 30 × 44 grid). As mentioned 
in the Introduction, there are reasons for supposing that the present method predicts more 
accurate values of the near-coastal currents. 
4.2. Gulf of Salwa 
The region containing the Gulf of Salwa between Saudi Arabia and the Qatar peninsula, 
extending along the Saudi coast north of Ras Tanura and enclosing the island of Bahrain 
was covered by the 5 km grid shown in Fig. 8. In this region the diurnal tidal components 
are small, and computations have been carried out for the M2 and $2 semidiurnal 
components. The resulting amplitudes and phase lines for these components are given 
respectively in Fig. 9(a,b) and 10(a,b). It can be seen that the finer mesh produces different 
(and much more accurate) amplitudes at the bottom of the relatively narrow Gulf of Salwa 
than those obtained from the 20 km mesh. 
The amplitudes of the M2 and $2 components at the eight stations marked in Fig. 8 
are given in Ref. [28] and are reproduced in Table 1 together with the corresponding 
computed values. The agreement is remarkably good except for M2 at Station 3 on the 
west coast of Bahrain and to a lesser extent Station 5 on the mid-Qatar peninsula. In both 
of these cases the coastal geometry is very intricate and requires a finer mesh for adequate 
representation, 
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Solution of t~dal equations by the method of characteristics--I 
Table 1. Measured and computed amplitudes (inram) at the ei_~ht tidal ~tations 
{281 shou,n in Fig. 8 
M2 amplitudes $2 amplitudes 
Station Measured Computed Measured Computed 
I 661 665 218 208 
2 49 59 21 25 
3 160 60 ~) 35 
4 417 404 113 120 
5 162 124 43 52 
6 112 109 40 50 
7 210 204 80 105 
8 230 239 ? 132 
1079 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The first-order method of characteristics provides a viable method of tidal computation 
that is competitive in accuracy and computational efficiency with the widely used 
finite-difference algorithms. There are reasons to suppose that it provides greater accuracy 
in the computation of near-coastal currents, though further investigation is necessary to 
establish this fact. 
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